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Introduction  

The expedition took place between the 5th and 25th October 2014, and was based in Dushan 
Town, An Long County, Guizhou.  The organisation was a co-operation between the An
Long County government, the Institute of Karst Geology from Guilin and the UK based China 
Caves Project.  The field team comprised eight cavers from the United Kingdom and two 
from the Institute of Karst Geology, assisted by officials from the local government.  

The expedition received a warm welcome from An Long Government leaders and the 
expedition is enormously grateful for the assistance they received especially with regards to 
transportation and local knowledge.  The rural people were also helpful in assisting team 
members in locating cave entrances. 

2014 10 5 25
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Figure 2- The 2014 expedition received a very warm welcome 2
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Previous Exploration

In 1986 a reconnaissance of the An Long Karst was undertaken by four British cavers led by 
R.G.Lewis.  Mr Lewis then went on to organise a 16 person strong expedition which took 
place between February and April 1988.  Transport routes were not as developed and travel 
to the area was much more time consuming than it is today.  The team was split with a 
second group coming out in March, never the less, the group spent considerable time 
exploring the area.  

For the first part of the expedition the team based themselves in a cave entrance at the base 
of the An He Doline.  Here they explored all the accessible caves including Xi Nu Dong and 
discovered the Titan Chamber and river passage below.  The team moved up to the Ban 
Dong Doline and began exploration there and it was not long before the two were 
connected.  Chu Yan Dong was also descended and eventually connected to the system 
which was reported as now being 17.6km long and 355m deep although no survey was 
published by this expedition.  

In the later part of the expedition the team visited many of the areas sinks.  Most were found 
to be choked but they made a sporting descent of the Li Shu Sink to a sump.  They also 
reported a discovery named ‘Dragon Cave’, which was explored for 5km but few details of 
the location were reported and no survey published.  

We have been unable to find any formal report from this expedition although generalised 
articles appeared in Caves and Caving no.42 and Red Dragon no.15, where it is claimed 
that 30km of cave had been explored.

In 1989 a follow up expedition took place with a largely new team of cavers which was well 
reported in Cave Science Vol.20, No.2, November 1993.  This stated that the 1988 
expedition had surveyed only 22km of cave and produced some surveys but had not 
published them.  The aim of the 1989 expedition was “to reconcile data and find missing 
pieces”.  It was thought that Dragon Cave was close to a connection with Bang Dong and a 
lot of effort was put into this area without success.  The expedition concentrated on looking 
for caves which could intersect the main system and reported a number of caves.  The main 
discovery was Chang Sha Dong, located on the line between An He and the Si Fang 
Resurgence, which intersected a large fossil route ending at an undescended pitch.

The expedition report outlined the geology and geomorphology of the area and published 
area maps together with the surveys of the Ban Dong System and Dragon cave.

In 2013 a British caving team visited Titan Chamber, Xiniu Dong as part of a wider project to 
laser model all the world’s great cave chambers.  They were accompanied by a writer and
photographer from the National Geographic magazine.  The expedition reported Titan 
Chamber having a volume of 2.53 million cubic metres and a plan area of 54.8 thousand 
metres squared.  This confirmed Titan Chamber as one of the world’s top ten largest 
chambers.  Three members of that team returned in 2014.
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Aims and Objectives

The aim of the expedition was to assess the potential for further cave discoveries in the karst 
regions of the county, especially around the Ban Dong/ Xiniu Dong System, but also in the 
karst surrounding An Long.   It was hoped to determine the extent of the previous 
explorations and by using the improved rural road structure and communication lines make 
further new discoveries.  One certain objective was the undescended pitch at the end of 
Chang Sha Dong which lay along the suspected line of development between An He Doline 
and the Si Fang Resurgence.  The resurgence itself was an objective as there was little 
reported about it, although it must have been visited by the previous expedition.

The expedition had an interesting objective in Titan Chamber which had only been 
determined by modern technology. The laser scanning of Titan had revealed a passage at 
roof level which was not visible to the naked eye.   This was probably the first time a cave 
objective such as this had been discovered by laser scanning!
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Figure 3- Surveying in Xiao Shui Dong 3
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Area Maps

Figure 4- Area Map (Overview)
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Figure 5- Area map (west)

Figure 6- Area map (east)
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Cave Discoveries  

Most of the expedition work was centred between the Ban Dong Tiankeng and the Si Fang 
Resurgence.  The main results in this area were:

Hei Dong ‘Diamond Cave’- 25.316407°, 105.595474°
Hei Dong is located in the southern wall of the An He Doline.  It has a similar altitude to Xiniu
Dong, and appears to be the downstream continuation of that passage before truncation by 
the formation of the doline.  The 50m wide entrance to Hei Dong has a flight of steps leading 
to the top of a debris pile upon which is sited an abandoned, traditional built house and 
animal enclosures.  Stepping down the other side into the main 40x30m passage the route 
passes between huge, towering stalagmites before rising up to a narrowing after 150m.  
Through the obvious gap another flight of steps leads down to a junction.  Left leads through 
several smaller gaps between speleothems into an enlarging passage, which reaches 60m 
wide before becoming blocked with flowstone.  

Right at the junction passes through an array of speleothems before flattening out into more
large passage.  Gours cover the floor before a wall of flowstone is met.  Climbing up the 
obvious route to the right leads into a chamber with a boulder choke to the left and an 
impressive line of large stalagmites to the right but there is no way on.  Above, at roof level, 
daylight filters in from another entrance.

Climbing up the flowstone to the left soon arrives at a 12m pitch down.  At the bottom there 
is evidence of nitrate works.  Ahead a steep slope continues for 150m, past more huge 
stalagmites before choking completely.  Below the pitch several routes leads down sparkling 
calcite flows before choking in all directions.

The cave shows evidence of extensive human activity and was certainly visited by the 1988 
British expedition although no survey was published.  The ease of access, scale and huge 
speleothems would make this cave suitable for tourist development should there be 
sufficient demand in the area.
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Figure 7- Xiniu Entrance 7

Figure 8- Entrance to Diamond Cave in the centre of shot 8
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Figure 9- An Expedition Vehicle Suffers a Puncture 9
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Figure 10- Hei Dong Survey
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Liang Feng Dong (Dapo)- ‘Concrete Cave’- 25.277503°, 105.511657°
Concrete Cave is situated by the road opposite a hydro-electric station and between a 
number of road-side quarries and a cement works. It is at the level of the road and a 
concrete surface has been laid in the entrance for 10 metres. The entrance passage is 
roughly 7 metres high and 10 metres wide and is followed over a boulder strewn floor for 
approximately 170 metres to a large junction, the boulders having largely given way to a 
mud covered floor. In the right hand wall there is an oxbow passage of approximately 70 
metres (not surveyed as the batteries had gone on the disto and our time was up). At the 
junction, the large passage to the left is followed for 180 metres over mud banks and past a 
pool to where the passage narrows and is blocked with mud. 

Figure 11- Entrance to Liang Feng Dong
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To the right at the large junction the passage is followed almost entirely on mud-banks for 
200 metres to a large drainage channel in the mud, about 5 metres deep, dropping into a 
muddy boulder plug. The passage can be followed up-stream on the mud-banks above the 
channel but these soon narrow and a slide down into the channel is necessary to reach the 
end in a large mud lined bowl after 150 metres. The way on from here is up the mud-slope at 
the back of the bowl to a mud-ridge at 6 metres, the passage beyond drops to a pitch that 
requires tackle to descend.

Figure 12- Liang Feng Dong survey

Luo Shui Dong- ‘Prospectors Pot’- 25.300751°, 105.533609°
Luo Shui Dong is an open pothole associated with a stream sinking close to the 
sandstone/limestone boundary.  The entrance pitch was rigged from the eastern side, 
although local farmers demonstrated that it was possible to climb down further on the 
opposite side.  The pitch descends 25m through vegetation before landing on a steep slope 
of loose boulders.   A further descent of 10m down the slope requires use of a rope before a 
second vertical pitch is met.  This pitch is 25m deep and canyon-like in nature.  At the 
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bottom the boulder strewn floor is clean washed and suggests a powerful stream runs in wet 
conditions.  Around to the right a steep rift of jammed boulders leads to a vertical pitch (25m 
in total) landing in a 6x8m passage.  This continues for 100m to a junction.  Left soon 
terminates in a calcite slope, but right leads to a deep pitch which was not descended due to 
lack of time and equipment.   Luo Shui Dong is located in an interesting position, whose 
further exploration may intersect more horizontal caves at valley level.

Figure 13- A caver explores in Luo Shui Dong
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Figure 14- Luo Shui Dong survey
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Liang Feng Dong- ‘Triangle Cave’- 25.289110°, 105.537041°
Liang Feng Dong or ‘Triangle Cave’ Is located approx. 5km west of the Anhe Doline and 
3.9km NE of Liang Feng Dong (Dapo) ‘Concrete Cave’. Anecdotally Concrete Cave and 
Triangle Cave are linked making further exploration of both of these a tantalising prospect.

Triangle cave was found early on in the expedition and a cursory look confirmed that it was a 
substantial entrance passage with a good draught. Other prospects in the area meant that 
exploration of Triangle Cave was left until the penultimate day.

The large entrance passage narrows after approx. 100m and continues at large proportions 
for a further 200m before degrading into a network of tall, narrow rift passages, many of 
which still remain unexplored. It was on the way out of the cave after running out of time that 
a steep and very slippery mud slope was climbed to reveal a further way on behind large 
fallen blocks. The passage behind the blocks reached over 60m upwards and light could be 
seen entering somewhere near the top. The exploration of this northward trending passage 
was cut short when the team were extremely pushed for time but it was left open at a corner 
turning to the west.

There were several areas within Triangle Cave where pools of water could be reached below 
the main cave development. Most notably were those found by climbing through a 
complicated choke into the base of a large surface shaft. In this area thorough exploration of 
the lower water filled passages would require swimming or the use of a boat.

Triangle cave is most memorable for the extremely thick, glutinous mud which covers the 
floors of most passages. A trip into the cave will result in a lengthy cleaning job.

Figure 15- Entrance to Liang Feng Dong 'Triangle Cave'
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Figure 16- Liang Feng Dong (Dapo) survey

Mu Jia Wan Dong –‘Frank’s Cave’- 25.314803°, 105.605679°
The large entrance led down to a sand-floored chamber with light entering from another 
entrance. Following the obvious passage over a couple of climbs lead to the limit of the first 
reccee trip, a rift overlooking a ~4 m climb down into a larger chamber. This is relatively 
straightforward when roped, and the chamber can be followed to the south west to a 
decorated corner, with an obvious smaller continuation. At this point in the cave there is 
calcite covering the walls, floor and ceiling, and several climbs immediately terminating, and 
no ongoing passage.
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Figure 17- Mu Jia Wan Dong survey

Xiao Shui Dong – ‘Deep Vein Dong’- 24.988267°, 105.592140°
South East of An Long County Town, Xiao Shui Dong was investigated. This proved to have 
an impressive entrance shaft of 246m and was further explored to a depth of 432m before 
rope ran out. This cave continues and is of great interest as the presumed resurgence is 
12km away to the south west and over 200m deeper. Further exploration may reveal 
significant discoveries in this area.

The first trip down Xiao Shui Dong was a day trip from Dushan, with little idea of what to 
expect apart from vertical. It turned out this was all we needed to expect. The entrance 
requires navigation to the (hopefully) dry river bed, the debris present and the scale of which 
indicate that a significant quantity of water disappears there in the wet season. A stick is 
pretty vital to avoid being snared in the large spiders webs, and attracting attention from their 
pretty significant guardians.
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Figure 18- Entrance of Xiao Shui Dong in the base 
of a cliff at the end of a blind valley

Figure 19- One of the many spiders at the entrance 
of Xiao Shui Dong

Belaying at the right hand side of the entrance led down to an obvious ledge about 30 m 
down, immediately dropping off into blackness below. Given the scale of the shaft, it’s 
remarkably featureless, but a series of about 7 rebelays of roughly equal spacing finally lead 
to another ledge large enough to stand on. Further rebelays allow progress down the last 
short section to the floor, and the welcome relief of being able to walk around, 250 m below 
the surface.

The smooth boulders on the floor indicate the scale of the water that must be present during 
part of the year, and it certainly wouldn’t be a place to be when anything more than drips are 
falling down the shaft. After initially looking like a blind shaft, a large phreatic-looking 
continuation was soon found with a significant draught blowing out towards the entrance of 
the cave, which remained the case throughout the exploration. This passage soon dropped 
away, and marked the limit of the exploration on the first trip, given we had to be derigged 
and back up at the road by 5:30, which we managed. Just.
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Figure 20- Smooth worn walls in Xiao Shui Dong

Further exploration obviously wasn’t possible during day trips from Dushan, and we were 
grateful to Zhang Hai for arranging for accommodation for a team of three of us, which 
served us very well, but wasn’t exactly what we were used to!

Continuing from the previous limit, the pitch was dropped past some remarkably sharp flakes 
on the wall into a boulder-floored chamber with impressive calcite veins in the wall. Two 
shorter pitches followed in what felt like a large rift, before the passage took a sharp left turn 
at a rock lip. This rift section had a fair amount of debris from the surface, particularly shoes,
again indicating the volume of water that must be present at some point during the year.
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Figure 21- A caver at the top of Marble Step pitch in Xiao Shui Dong

The short drop that followed proved to be a bit of an obstacle in the exploration as it was 
immediately evident that swimming would be required to cross the pool at the bottom. Only 
one of the team needed to subject themselves to the somewhat chilly water, and the 
exploration of the second day down Xiao Shui Dong ended at this point, once more at the 
head of another pitch.
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Figure 22- Tyrolean over a pool in Xiao Shui Dong

The third and final trip descended this pitch to a muddy floored chamber with more shoes, 
crickets, and a pool in which a crab was briefly seen. The floor of the cave immediately 
dropped away beyond the pool to an unknown depth, with the ceiling rising out of sight 
above the drop. This was the limit of exploration in 2014, but it is certainly a cave worthy of a 
return.

The cave holds little prospect of development for tourism due to the huge vertical entrance, 
but the final depth of  432 m reached, with ongoing passage and a strong draught means it
is likely there is a lot of passage beyond, given the possible resurgence locations.
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Figure 23- Xiao Shui Dong survey

Dashi Dong- ‘Boulder Surprise’
The Boulder Surprise surface location lies mid-way up a series of limestone terraces a short 
walk from the nearby village. As the name suggests a boulder covers the entrance hole
which leads down several meters to a steeply sloping ramp. This ends at a 40+ meter shaft 
broken by a ledge some four meters below the end of the ramp. Rigged off naturals, a short 
traverse gives a clean descent which lands on an open platform which itself sits ~7 meters 
above the floor of a flowstone decorated chamber. Halfway into the chamber two large 
merged stal bosses block the way and must be climbed up to the right hand side to gain 
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access to the remainder of the adequately proportioned chamber. Behind the bosses a 
jumble of large boulders hide a route into the depths below. Climbing down two or three of 
these boulders leads to a short drop which requires a leap of faith onto another large boulder 
at which point another cavity within a boulder choke is gained. Straight on leads to a drop in 
the floor of two metres with good foot and hand holds. This descends into a mud covered 
false floor passage which has another very slippery 2.5m drop at the end. The base of this 
leads into another small cavity; stooping height with a narrowing crawling passage off to the 
left and a wider one lead to the right.

Figure 24- Jerky Pocket Nuts in Boulder Surprise
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To the right after a brief stoop the passage opens into a long chamber (Snail Hall) with large 
stalagmites hanging from the ceiling on the right hand side. At the back of the chamber a 
mud slope rises up and then drops down again to meet the back wall of the chamber which 
abruptly ends. In places the ceiling is high with an obvious shaft against the back wall. This 
was measured at over 40m in height. The floor of the chamber is mud covered and 
characterised by hundreds of very small millimetre scale snail shells.

To the left the passage continues for a few metres before turning 90 degrees to the right at 
which point it drops down a pitch of several metres to a calcite floor. Impressive floor to 
ceiling columns sit atop what is a large stal boss which steeply slopes into the chamber. At 
the base lie a number of big boulders. Scrambling down these you reach the natural 
limestone/calcite covered floor. Between two of the large boulders at what feels like the 
natural end of the chamber a small squeeze is obvious. The way on becomes too small.

Chang Sha Dong- ‘Barnstormer Pitch’- 25.304066°, 105.611642°
One of the expeditions  certain objectives was the undescended pitch at the end of Chang 
Sha Dong which lay along the suspected line of development between An He Doline and the 
Si Fang Resurgence.  This had been found at the end of the 1989 expedition but lack of time
meant that it remained undescended.

Several members of the team found the largest and most westerly entrance into this cave on 
the first day in the field. The entrance was an open shaft of around 40m x 20m. This was 
rigged from a boulder on its lowest side and a descent through vegetation for 20m ended on 
a vertical rock lip with a further 30m free hang to the floor. This pitch ended on a large rubble 
cone in the centre of a vast, sunlit chamber some 150m across. The way on from this 
chamber to the head of the Barnstormer pitch was found through a narrowing in the north 
west corner. The ongoing passage was vast by any standards, over 100m wide in some 
places and easy to become disorientated in.

The Barnstormer pitch was rigged from the top of a steep calcite and rubble slope to a wide 
ledge above the deep vertical drop. The next 30m of descent was down flowstone pillars 
requiring re-belays bolted into calcite of dubious strength. A final free hang of 40m finished 
at a flowstone floor. From the floor to the roof in this area was around 150m. The chamber 
was thoroughly scoured for any continuation, the southern end provided the best prospects 
but the vast quantities of flowstone choked every way on. The chamber at the base of the 
pitch was extremely attractive but its inaccessibility would not make it a viable tourist site.
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Figure 25- A caver descends the lower portion of the Barnstormer Pitch
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Figure 26- Chang Sha Dong Survey
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Figure 27- Nitrate works in Chang Sha Dong

Xiniu Dong- Titan Chamber Extensions- 25.314945°, 105.588632°

The 2013 laser scanning expedition had revealed a possible ongoing passage high in the 
roof of Titan Chamber at the north eastern corner. This formed one of the main objectives for 
exploration during the 2014 expedition.

Accessing the chamber requires a 45 minute caving trip and descent of a 150m pitch. It is 
possible to climb un-assisted to a ledge at the foot of a steep wall below the roof passage. 
From here it required a 35m rightward ascending bolt climb to gain initial access into the 
ongoing passage. From the top of the climb, later called Laser’s Leap after the technology 
that discovered it, a steep descent down a muddy floored slope led into Star Chamber. The 
chamber is generously proportioned and four ways on were discovered. 

2013
2014

150 45

35
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Figure 28- Star Chamber- Xiniu/ Titan Extensions 28 /

The first series of exploration was down the obvious passage ion the north wall of the 
chamber. This phreatic tube descended for approx. 150m before meeting a parallel 
ascending tube which terminated back in Star Chamber. This loop was called The Magic 
Roundabout. 

A similar descending phreatic passage to the east of the Magic Roundabout terminated at a 
lowering of the roof with a small pool of water issuing from it. This water disappeared into a 
tight rift a short way back down the passage. The main easterly passage from Star Chamber 
was explored for over 300m to a large stal flow running in from the roof. This was climbed for 
a vertical height of 70m before all avenues of continuation were exhausted. This large 
passage, known as Dressed For The Beach was a spectacular place and was thoroughly 
enjoyed by those team members who explored it.

The final lead from Star Chamber was found in the north west corner by climbing a vertical 
bank of compacted sand, using a bolting hammer to cut steps, hence the name Pickaxe 
Passage. Pickaxe Passage exhibited a strong draught and was followed downwards in much 
the same way as the Magic Roundabout before turning west under a low arch and into 
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Hypodermia Passage. This section of cave had a spectacular mud cracked floor decorated 
with long (300mm+) Aragonite crystals and delicate calcite formations on the walls. 

150

300
70

300
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Figure 29- Aragonite Crystals in Hypodermia Passage 29 

At a prominent corner the main passage continued to the south and ended with two possible 
tight continuations, one of which would require a short bolt climb to reach. On the same 
corner a low passage quickly opened up to the west and 30m on from this point the distant 
rumble of a large underground river could be heard.

A short pitch led to the top of a wide sandy funnel with three passages heading off, two to 
the south and one to the north. A deep pitch in the bottom of the funnel was rigged and 
descended for 30m on the first attempt before running out of rope. 

On the return trip to this point the team split into two and whilst the deep pitch was being 
descended and re- rigged with more rope the other half of the team surveyed over 300m of 
cave passages at the top of the sandy funnel. The most southerly of these passages 
terminated at a choke which was calculated to be in, or very close to the known edge of 
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Titan Chamber. The northern trending passage finished at a pitch down which became 
muddy and constricted and an unclimbed pitch upwards.

The large pitch was a total of 60m to the floor of a wide passage with several more 
continuations. The descent of a steep boulder and mud floor from the base of the pitch led 
towards the deafening roar of a wide river. The river flowed form a sump approx. 120m to 
the west and passed through a slight constriction over a short cascade before entering a 
turbulent lake. This lake is around 100m in length and 60m wide. A strong draught blows 
across it and these lower parts of the cave are unusually hot and humid. This was called 
Growler in the Mist.

It was not possible during the course of the expedition to explore the further reaches of the 
lake, it would require the use of an inflatable boat to reach the furthest point and search for 
ongoing passage beyond. A large scale photograph was taken which gives some clues as to 
what happens but it is still inconclusive.

The other passages at the base of the pitch into Growler in the Mist were explored to 
conclusions although there is a possibility that there may be more accessible passage with 
the use of aid climbing techniques into the roof of an aven.

In total just over 3km of new cave was surveyed beyond Lasers Leap. This survey was tied 
into the surface with a 2km centreline survey to the entrance of Xiniu Dong.

30

30

300
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Figure 30- Rigging a pitch at the end of The Tedium Of Life- Lasers Leap Extensions
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Figure 31- Xiniu Dong / Titan Chamber Extensions Survey- Plan
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Figure 32- Xiniu Dong/ Titan Chamber Extensions Survey- Elevation
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Li Jia Wan Dong- 25.310740°, 105.562185°
Li Jia Wan Dong (Li Family Remote Cave) was found by a surface prospecting team with the 
assistance of the family who were farming the area. Topographically it is one of the highest 
entrances explored at an altitude of approx. 1350m. This cave was explored over the course 
of two days by two team members with the assistance of a Chinese caver who had joined 
the expedition for a short period.

Figure 33- Stopped for lunch in Li Jia Wan Dong
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Figure 34- Formations in Li Jia Wan Dong
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The cave has two entrances a short distance apart. The entrance chosen for exploration was 
rigged with two short pitches to a 30m long ledge with a 25m pitch to the floor rigged from 
the western end. A steeply descending calcite slope terminated at a depth of 91m at a pool 
of water. The cave was very well decorated with calcite flowstone, stalagmites and columns. 
A series of passages were explored, surveyed and photographed over the course of the day. 
All possible leads were pushed to a conclusion, most of which were choked with calcite. 
There was evidence of nitrate mining in some of the explored passages. Almost 500m was 
surveyed in this beautiful cave.

Figure 35- Li Jia Wan Dong survey

Dao Dong- ‘Resurgence Cave’- 25.301841°, 105.622254°
The Resurgence Cave is located ~2km west of the main area resurgence. There are two 
entrances immediately adjacent to each other, one heads north and the other to the east. 

The initial reccee of these two entrances identified the eastern entrance as leading to an 
underground river and the north trending cave as concluding after less than 100m. When the 
team returned to survey and further explore the caves, a large continuation of the northerly 
entrance was found heading in a westerly direction. This was initially missed as it was 
disguised behind a 30m high stalagmite!

600m of cave was surveyed in the northern entrance to a point overlooking a deep body of 
water with a strong draught blowing over it. The pitch down to the water was not descended 
nor the lake explored due to lack of time, it was the last day of the expedition. 
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The eastern entrance was followed to a junction. South of the junction the large underground 
river was accessed which runs from west to east. At the easterly most point the river sumps 
under a solid wall. An inflatable boat was used to attempt a look upstream but the current 
proved difficult to negotiate and the attempt was abandoned. The upstream continuation of 
this large river remains unexplored. 

Figure 36- Exploring the River in Dao Dong

Back at the junction the cave continues to the east in giant proportions until it ends in the 
bottom of a doline. The sandy beach and lake surrounded by heavy vegetation in the bottom 
of the doline made for a very atmospheric spot. This can be accessed form the surface via a 
series of small tracks and is easily accessible to local people.
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Figure 37- Dao Dong Survey
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Feng Dong- 25.306218°, 105.552101°
Feng Dong is a very impressive entrance descending steeply under the hillside near the Gan 
Dong Tiankeng.  During the exploration evidence was found that this had been visited by a
previous expedition. The large descending entrance passage ended in a big, high roofed 
chamber with a very small inlet entering from the east and sinking in a too tight rift in the 
west. 

The mist in the atmosphere made observation of the chamber walls difficult but it is possible 
that there is a large continuation at high level on the opposite wall to the entrance passage.

Figure 38- Feng Dong Survey
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Other Features of Interest
Over the course of the expedition many features of interest were explored in addition to cave 
entrances. The area of exploration is fringed on its northern and western sides by a series of 
river sinks, some of which are extremely large. These sinks are numbered anti clockwise 
from the resurgence and are shown on the area map.

Si Fang Resurgence- ‘R’
Si Fang Resurgence.  A large river, estimated at 15-25 cumecs during the dry season, wells 
up from boulders.  Several other entrances behind give access to the active river which is 
not fully explored.

Sink 1- ‘S1’
Was not visited by our team but the sink is visible from the ridge of the An He Doline.  
Reports from the 1989 expedition suggest that it is choked with mud and vegetation.

Sink 2- ‘S2’
Was visited several times by our team although the sink was not entered.  There was clear 
evidence of flooding with water backing up to a depth of 20m.  

Sink 3- ‘S3’
Was close to Liang Feng Dong although the sink itself was not visited.  A power plant 
appears to be associated with this sink.

Sink 4- ‘S4’
Appears to be a very large double sink.  It was not visited by our group but it is hard to 
imagine it was not visited by the 1988/9 teams.

Sink 5- Li Shu ‘S5’
Is the Li Shu which sinks under the Dushan to An Long road.  It was explored to a sump in 
1988 but no other detail of the cave was reported.

Sink 6- ‘S6’
Is the most southerly sink.  It was not visited by our group.

Ban Dong Doline
The Ban Dong Doline is an impressive tiankeng granting access into the Titan/ Xiniu/ Ban
Dong System. Limited time was spent exploring this feature and only a cursory look at the 
system was made form here.
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Figure 39- The precarious path to the base of the Ban Dong Doline
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Tables of Discoveries

Surveyed Caves

Chinese Cave name
Alternative Names Coordinates Ref. No Length 

metres

Dashi Dong Boulder Surprise Unknown 48g-i8-123 286.83

Chang Sha Dong Barnstormer 25.304066°, 105.611642° 48g-i8-201 910.83

Xiniu Dong/Titan Extension Lasers Leap 25.314945°, 105.588632° 48g-i8-182 3003.6

Li Jia Wan Dong Remote Family 25.310740°, 105.562185° 48g-i8-130 498.89

Mu Jia Wan Dong Franks Cave 25.314803°, 105.605679° 48g-i8-106 101.54

Feng Dong Wind Cave 25.306218°, 105.552101° 48g-i8-119 285.52

Hei Dong Diamond 25.316407°, 105.595474° 48g-i8-188 1523.23

Liang Feng Dong (Dapo) Triangle Cave 25.277503°, 105.511657° 48g-i8-101 729.2

Xiao Shui Dong Deep Vein 24.988267°, 105.592140° 48g-i8-141 608.34

Liang Feng Dong Concrete Cave 25.289110°, 105.537041° 48g-i8-180 527.18

Titan to Xiniu Dong Entrance Centreline 25.314945°, 105.588632° N/A 2027.69

Luo Shui Dong (Prospectors) Prospectors 25.300751°, 105.533609° 48g-i8-189 308.11

Dao Dong Resurgence 25.301841°, 105.622254° 48g-i8-147 1523.70

Total 12334.66

All Recorded Entrances

Cave 
no

On 
map 

Chinese 
name

Alternative or 
survey name

Description Surveyed

100 Large alcove above road

101 Liang Feng 
Dong

Cool wind or 
Triangle cave

See survey and description

102 Yin Dong Silver Cave 25m tall and 3m wide entrance

103 Shu Jia 
Dong

100m long tiankeng.  House in entrance above.  
Can climb to bottom.

104 Jian Jian 
Dong

NE of 103.  Entrance behind prominent tree.  Not 
visited.

105 Dayan 
Dong

No description

106 Mu Jia 
YanDong

See survey and description

107 Lou Niu 
Dong

Falling Cow Cave Shaft not descended

108 Niu Wo 
Dong

Cow Orifice Cave Shaft at western edge of field.  Not descended

109 Tian Xia 
Qiao Dong

Flood sink

110 Tall entrance in cliff above 109.  Not visited

111 Yan Dong Entrance near main sink (178).  Not visited

112 Entrance near 111

113 Entrance near 111
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114 Quarry House Cave 20x20m entrance with house next to quarry road

115 Entrance 30m up cliff near 114.  Not visited

116 Sun Jia 
Wan Dong

Mushroom Cave Cave houses mushroom farm next to road

117 No description

118 Gan Dong Tiankeng (100m deep?)

119 Feng Dong Wind Cave See survey and description

120 Chu Yan 
Dong 1

Smoke Cave Entrance explored in 1988 and connected to Ban 
Dong.

121 Chu Yan 
Dong 2

Smoke Cave Entrance explored in 1988 and connected to Ban 
Dong.

122 Luo Niu
Dong

Falling Cow Cave 2

123 Dashi Dong Boulder Surprise See survey and description

124 Ban Dong Tiankeng entrance to main system explored in 
1988

125 Chuan 
Dong

Big Arch feature

126 Shan Wang 
Dong

Shelter/Shrine 10m across

127 Luo Jia 
Wan Dong

Small pit not descended

128 Diao Hui 
Dong

Tiankeng 150x70m across

129 Luo Jia 
Dong

Large overhanging shaft with trees at base. Not 
descended

130 Li Jia Wan 
Dong 1

Alternative entrance to 131

131 Li Jia Wan 
Dong 2

Luncheon Cave See survey and description

132 Children Cave 10m long cave at edge of field

133 Liang Feng 
Dong

30x30m entrance approx 150m long, including 
climbs up at the end

134 San Cheng 
Dong

Seen across the valley from 133.  Entrance on 
three levels.

135 ?

136 ?

137 ?

138 Small hole near lip of 128

139 ? Shan Yang 
Dong

Goat Cave Small entrance up cliff at top of scree slope.  Not 
fully explored but no draught

140 ? Small shaft in bamboo thicket. Rubbish dump

141 ? Xiao Shi 
Dong

Deep Vein See survey and description

142 Obvious entrance in hillside on road from Dushan 
to An Long

143 Chao Tian 
Dong

Possibly near 118

144 ?

145 ?

146 ?

147 Dao Dong See survey and description

148 Large square entrance feature above Si Fang 
Resurgence.  Alcove

149 Si fang Si Fang Resurgence

150 Draughting hole next to track down to resurgence.  
Partly explored.

151 Entrance seen from road but outside area
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152 Entrance seen from road but outside area

153 ?

154 Lu Jia Yan 
Dong

Low wide arch, 13x4m, 25m to end

155 Small entrance 15m up cliff which appears choked

156 Double entrance with houses in

157 Toilet pit

158 Chao Tian 
Dong

Beyond 156, not explored

159 Bai Niba 
Dong

Large entrance only seen from afar

160 Small entrance below path

161 Da Liu Yan Big Tree Cave Not visited

162 Da Dong -
Xiao Dong

Two caves connected

163 Small hole surrounded by wall, 5m deep

164 Jiu Jia Wan 
Dong

Small shaft  

165 Shelter  

166 Sang Zi 
Dong

Located mid hill

167 Mao Po Located high on hill

168 Tang Jia 
Wo Dong

30m pit in bamboo 

169 Small 7m wide entrance

170 Shelter

171 Gardeners Cave Hidden entrance

172 Niu Chaun 
Dong

Through cave next to road

173 Short cave

174 Small cave

175 Small cave

176 Chaun 
Dong

20x20m entrance with houses in entrance

177 Baye Dong Tiankeng with lower archwat leading into bottom

178 Tian Xia 
Qiao Dong

Main S2 river sink

179 ?

180 Liang Feng 
Dong 
(Dapo)

Concrete Cave See survey and description

181 Large entrance feature visible in cliff.  Not visited

182 Xinu Dong Entrance explored in 1988 and connected to Ban 
Dong.  Access to Titan Chamber

183 Flood rising at bottom of An He Doline

184 Flood sink for 183.  Access to main underground 
river.

185 Short dry cave above 184

186 Small cave on slope below 187

187 Hole below yellow cliff. Not explored

188 Hei Dong Diamond Cave See survey and description

189 Luo Shui 
Dong

Prospectors Cave See survey and description

190 190-200 entrances in S2 valley.  All seen from afar 
and not visited
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191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199

200

201 Chang Sha 
Dong

Barnstormer Cave See survey and description

Figure 40- A Shared Fashion Sense
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Future Prospects  

The expedition left behind some superb opportunities for further exploration in the main area 
if interest surrounding Dushan and also in the form of Xiao Shui Dong further to the south.

Most caves that were explored were pushed to a conclusion but where this is not the case, 
possible leads are described in the body of this report and shown on the surveys. The most 
notable of these are as follows;

Dao Dong
Dao Dong was explored and surveyed on the final day of the expedition. The major river was 
found at one location but due to lack of suitable equipment, experience and time it was not 
explored upstream. Additionally the body of water found at the western end of the cave 
warrants further exploration, the draught observed on the day leads the expedition to believe 
that open passage lies beyond. This may prove to be a possible link to the main river just 
upstream of where it is encountered elsewhere in the cave. Some low mud floored passages 
to the north of the body of water extend to the furthest western most point within the cave but 
these were not pushed to a conclusion due to lack of time.

Xiniu/ Titan- Growler in the Mist
Growler in the Mist in the Lasers Leap extensions represents an interesting challenge for 
future exploration. It is another lead requiring negotiation of a large river and requires at least 
2 hours to reach by a fast team who know the route.

Liang Feng Dong (Dapo) and Liang Feng Dong- (Concrete Cave and Triangle 
Cave)
These caves are of particular interest because of the anecdotal connection between the two. 
The straight line distance between the two entrances is over 4000m. Both caves were 
explored towards the end of the expedition when time ran out and both were left ongoing.

Xiao Shui Dong
Although not in the main target area, Xiao Shui Dong is an exciting prospect. The large 
dimensions and vertical nature of the cave create an exciting trip. The strong draught and 
open passage at the limit of exploration are tantalising. This coupled with the hypothesised 
depth and horizontal potential of another ~200m vertically and several kilometres 
horizontally makes it a worth target for the future. There was no other prospecting 
undertaken in this area, the heavily wooded slopes and valley bottoms are a great contrast 
to the relatively sparsely vegetated Dushan area and would make searching for new 
entrances especially difficult.

Luo Shui Dong
Another cave of interest, the entrance of Luo Shui Dong is 693m from the entrance of Liang 
Feng Dong (Concrete Cave) and the continuing passage and draught make the prospect of 
a connection an interesting one.
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Other New Caves
Aside from the prospects left underground there are undoubtedly excellent opportunities to 
continue to find surface entrances. Many of those discovered in 2014 are near to roads and 
tracks but these routes are by no means exhausted. There are large areas of land still left 
unexplored by cavers within the project area and it is anticipated that many more caves 
remain waiting to be discovered and explored.

4000
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Figure 41- An Unusual Feature in Chang Sha Dong Makes an Unlikely Seat
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Conclusions

The team are deeply indebted to those parties who helped to make the expedition possible. 
The An Long People’s Government and the Karst Institute of Guilin were particularly
accommodating and without their support it would not have been possible. 

The majority of caves explored during the three weeks in the field were found by a dedicated 
team of surface prospectors. It took a while to develop an understanding of the area and the 
availability of roads and tracks accessible by vehicle. The 2014 team undoubtedly had a 
great advantage over the previous 1988 and 1989 expeditions with the vastly improved road 
networks.  By plotting the roads and tracks on an area map of the discoveries it becomes 
immediately evident that most of what was discovered was found within a short walk from 
one of these access points. Indeed many cave entrances were spotted from moving 
vehicles. Often these were entrances high up in the cone karst and as the expedition 
progressed the team began to realise that these caves were frequently much older in nature 
and often choked with calcite or sediment. That is not to say that these higher level caves 
were any less vast in size or spectacular in nature than those found at a lower level. 

The assistance of the local people was frequently sought and often led to surprise 
discoveries such as Boulder Surprise or Li Jia Wan Dong. Occasionally the information given 
by local people could be misleading or confusing or extremely selective but without their help 
finding entrances would be much more difficult.

In contrast to the caves found at high level the team encountered many fascinating 
intermediate level caves, some of which reached depths approaching, or in some cases 
arriving at base level where the large underground rivers were observed. 

The exploration frequently required the use of climbing and abseiling techniques which the 
team were well equipped for. One of the more problematic elements was the exploration of 
the underground rivers. In both Growler in the Mist in Xiniu and at two points in Dao Dong 
exploration was halted by water obstacles. The team were ill equipped and lacking in 
experience to tackle these river obstacles and this is something that would need to be 
addressed by any future teams visiting the area.

One of the aims of the 1989 expedition was to connect Dragon Cave with Ban Dong. Despite 
numerous efforts the team of 2014 were not able to locate the entrance of Dragon Cave in 
the field. Subsequent enquiries lead the expedition to believe that they may now know the 
entrance and it would certainly be an interesting cave to visit in the future.

Although most of the river sinks in the area were visited throughout the expedition, few were 
ever thoroughly explored for accessible cave. As a result of this it is still unclear how the 
hydrology of the area works. This is certainly one element still requiring more work to further 
our understanding.

The only available survey of the Ban Dong/ Xiniu system is severely lacking in detail. Given 
that this represents nearly 18km of cave passage the re-survey of the system should be 
made a high priority for the future. The re- survey would inevitably reveal further leads in the 
system and it would be surprising if new cave passages were not discovered during this 
process.
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Prospects for Tourism
Though the prospects for tourism and the development of public show caves and 
adventure or sport caving do not look so encouraging in the light of this report, the team are 
very optimistic that future expeditions will reveal exciting prospects for An Long County. 
Along with the work carried out by previous expeditions, the 2014 expedition has made a 
systematic study of the caves identified through local knowledge and those found through 
prospecting trips. The surveys and entrance location data will provide valuable evidence for 
the search of other caves and cave systems. This is essential knowledge for cave 
exploration and preliminary study shows that the An Long region has great potential for 
substantial new discoveries. All further expeditions, and ultimately the tourism prospects for 
the area, will benefit enormously from this data. The 2014 expedition was made possible by 
the An Long County Government, the people of Dushan and the local farmers in the district. 
These, along with the survey data, have established a strong, supportive network for further 
cave exploration. This can be seen as the foundation for cave based tourism in the area. 
Cavers and tourists from both home and abroad will come to recognise An Long as centre of 
spectacular caves.

2014 1988

1989

(Boulder Surpise)
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UCLAN Confucius Institute Geography Conference

This annual Confucius Institute conference on the geography of China is aimed at students 
from local schools, sixth-form colleges and undergraduate students from the University of 
Central Lancashire studying Asia-Pacific studies as well as Chinese. This year the 
conference attracted 150 students from local schools and colleges and 20 students from the 
university. The two speakers from the university gave lectures on tourism and water 
resources in China. Frank Pearson was a guest speaker and was asked to give an illustrated 
lecture on the recent China Caves Project Expedition to An Long County in Guizhou 
Province. The conference organiser, Ms Feixia Yu, had asked for the lecture to be more 
about the practical application of geography in China, as the other two lectures were more 
theoretical. 

The lecture introduced the location of the expedition based in the fengcong karst region of 
An Long County, Guizhou Province. This region was placed in the wider geological context 
of China, particularly the south-west, including the karst regions of Yunnan and Guangxi 
Provinces. A brief account of the fengcong and fenglin karst development of the area was 
provided with explanations of tiankeng / doline formation. Further information on the human 
geography of Guizhou was provided, on population size, administrative divisions, ethnic 
minorities, transport, industry, manufacturing, mining, quarrying and agriculture; the focus 
throughout being An Long County and the base of the expedition, Dushan Town.

The expedition origins and aims were outlined and the members of the expedition were 
introduced. Apart from one notable exception, the team were young cavers, most not much 
older than the students attending the conference. It was stressed that a number of the 
expedition members had studied geography and some of them were pursuing careers in 
geology, the motivation for this was the exploration of caves both in the UK and abroad. The 
role of the An Long County Administration and the Guillin Karst Institute of Geology was also 
placed at the heart of the expedition as without their help and support the expedition would 
not have taken place. The logistics of such an expedition are just as important on a practical 
level as the actual exploration itself: gaining permission to survey and map parts of country 
you are visiting is crucial, as is transporting a mountain of caving equipment across the world 
and then from your base into the cave. An Long County provided the 4X4 cars and drivers 
essential for getting the team to normally inaccessible areas, they also arranged excellent 
accommodation at the hotel in Dushan Town and hospitality in An Long City. The expedition 
would survey all the new cave it discovered and pass on all the information gathered to the 
An Long County Administration, who hoped that caves would be discovered that could 
become the basis for a show cave or for adventure caving, as the administration was looking 
to exploit their spectacular landscape for tourism. 

The rest of the lecture addressed the various aspects of the expedition itself. Prospecting for 
caves was as much about reading the landscape, having a good grasp of karst landforms 
and processes, as talking to local farmers and asking for the location of caves that they 
knew about. Both of these approaches were essential, though the contact with the local 
farmers was often a highlight of the day as their hospitality and generosity was magnificent. 
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The prospecting team had to keep ahead of the caving team and provide a continuous 
supply of cave leads.

The practice of cave surveying was exemplified with completed surveys, cave survey notes 
and sketches, a 3D laser scanned video recording of Titan Chamber and a number of 
photographs of the team members surveying in the caves, illustrating the challenge of 
recording such vast and irregular spaces.

The bulk of this section was of course on the actual cave exploration and the process of 
caving, what it is like and what kind of environment it is. Discussion and photographs of all 
the main discoveries and what was required to find and survey them made up this part of the 
talk. The photographs of the An Long County caves were spectacular and as they were 
projected onto 3 giant screens around the room, well presented to the appreciative 
audience. 

The feedback from the students was very positive. They had been given an insight into a 
largely unknown part of China by way of an expedition into even wilder recesses of it. 
However unfamiliar caving in An Long County might be, the application of the geographic 
principles and processes they have been studying, as well as great adventure and 
exploration, has clearly motivated them to further their studies and visit China, and in 
particular An Long County and Guizhou Province.

150

20 2014
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Figure 42- Market Day
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